“I worked at C&M Aquatic Centre for almost 8 years.
During this time I completed high school, completed
my bachelors degree in Primary Education, and
began my career as a primary school teacher. Not
only was I able to accomplish my career goals whilst
working at C&M, I was able to develop and grow
professionally through the skills and experiences I
gained throughout my years of working at the centre.
The staff at C&M understood my personal and professional goals by really caring
and getting to know their employees. By understanding my goals, they were able
to provide me with opportunities to grow and develop within their centre whilst
also teaching me crucial skills which would serve my professional career outside
of the centre such as, team work, communication, time management, critical
thinking, and leadership skills. I believe that no matter the career path, C&M
provides their employees with valuable life skills which are applicable in all
contexts”. ~ Bec

My name is Aaron, and I was an employee of C&M
Aquatic centre for 8 years. Swim teaching itself is
one of the most unique and extraordinary jobs you
can ever have. It is both rewarding and enjoyable
combining the aspects of education with physical
activity. It caters for all interests and you can be
proud that you are also teaching a skill for life. It is an
excellent entry point for those considering becoming
school teachers.
In my time at C&M I gained valuable knowledge and experience that enabled me
to achieve my future goals of working in a corporate scenario. Through my time
at C&M I developed my communication, problem solving, time management and
critical thinking skills that enabled further opportunities in the wider workforce. As
a family owned enterprise they are flexible and understanding when ‘life’
happens and will support you in the goals and objectives you wish to achieve.
Most importantly, they are flexible in their hours suitable for university or other
tertiary education students. C&M Aquatic Centre pride themselves on being

current in all aspects of swimming so you can be sure that you will receive a
complete education on all things swimming.
Many people think you need to be a swimmer to teach swimming and I can
confidently say that is not true. All it takes is the right mindset and determination
and you too can be a great teacher.
It was my pleasure to work for Colin and Margaret at C&M Aquatic Centre and
would encourage you to consider doing the same.

